There were destination failures during the publish. Jobs publishing to the same destination have been skipped for this publish.

- [UComm production - dev_space]:

Successful Jobs (2): [Top]

----------------------------------------
[Destination: prodchem] Chemistry v.2: undergraduate2/minor_in_chemistry.html
[Destination: devchem] Chemistry v.2: undergraduate2/minor_in_chemistry.html

Jobs with Errors (1): [Top]

----------------------------------------
[Destination: UComm production - dev_space] Chemistry v.2: local_resources/css/supplemental.css
com.hannonhill.cascade.model.publish.transmit.ShuttleRuntimeException: SFTP error occurred during SFTP Shuttle initialization: java.net.UnknownHostException: sftp.ucdavis.edu at com.hannonhill.cascade.model.publish.transmit.SFTPShuttle.initialize(SFTPShuttle.java:320) at com.hannonhill.cascade.model.publish.callback.TransmitCallbackImpl.executeAndRetry(TransmitCallbackImpl.java:257) at
com.hannonhill.cascade.model.publish.callback.TransmitCallbackImpl.borrowShuttle(TransmitCallbackImpl.java:458) at
com.hannonhill.cascade.model.publish.callback.TransmitCallbackImpl.transmit(TransmitCallbackImpl.java:92) at
com.hannonhill.publish.Publisher$AggregateTransmitCallback.transmit(Publisher.java:1051) at
com.hannonhill.publish.Publisher$2.run(Publisher.java:683) at
com.hannonhill.publish.DelegateRunner$1.run(DelegateRunner.java:85) at
java.lang.Thread.run(Thread.java:662) Caused by:
com.jcraft.jsch.JSchException: java.net.UnknownHostException: sftp.ucdavis.edu at
com.jcraft.jsch.Util.createSocket(Util.java:386) at
com.jcraft.jsch.Session.connect(Session.java:182) at
com.jcraft.jsch.Session.connect(Session.java:151) at
com.hannonhill.cascade.model.publish.transmit.SFTPShuttle.initialize(SFTPShuttle.java:297) ... 7 more

Skipped Jobs (9): [Top]
---------------------------------------
[Destination: prodchem] Chemistry v.2:
local_resources/css/supplemental.css (Skipped due to smart publishing)
[Destination: devchem] Chemistry v.2:
local_resources/css/supplemental.css (Skipped due to smart publishing)
[Destination: prodchem] Chemistry v.2: chemistry_wordmark_logo.jpg (Skipped due to smart publishing)
[Destination: devchem] Chemistry v.2: chemistry_wordmark_logo.jpg (Skipped due to smart publishing)
[Destination: prodchem] Chemistry v.2: images/Department of Chemistry Logo.png (Skipped due to smart publishing)
[Destination: devchem] Chemistry v.2: images/Department of Chemistry Logo.png (Skipped due to smart publishing)
[Destination: UComm production - dev_space] Chemistry v.2: chemistry_wordmark_logo.jpg
[Destination: UComm production - dev_space] Chemistry v.2: images/Department of Chemistry Logo.png
[Destination: UComm production - dev_space] Chemistry v.2: undergraduate2/minor_in_chemistry

Broken Links (0): [Top]
---------------------------------------
There were no broken links